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Looking for a New Home Builder? Caesarstone is here to help!
http://www.caesarstone.com.au/find-a-display
Caesarstone prides itself on being the preferred choice for home renovators and also new
home builders in Australia who now offer Caesarstone surfaces as a standard inclusion or
upgrade offer within their homes.
At Caesarstone we have listened to our customers that are not only looking to choose the
right colour but also looking to find a new home builder that offers Caesarstone and where
they can then visit to explore their options.
To assist customer looking to build we have introduced a new feature on the online Find a
Display locator that allows you to now locate a new home builder display home that offers
Caesarstone conveniently located to you.
Simply choose “New home Builder” enter in the suburb, postcode and colours of interest and
we do the rest! Locating a Caesarstone display has never been so easy!
The Find a Display results will provide you with a list of new home builders conveniently
displayed by your postcode that carry Caesarstone samples and have a kitchen on display in
your chosen colour.
We also provide you with their contact details, opening times, links to their website and
Google maps for easy navigation with the added option to SMS, email or print and off you go.
The Caesarstone website is packed with information, ideas and images to inspire and assist
you through the renovation process and the Find a Display is just another way that we support
our customers and help the consumers to ensure that they have all of the information required
to make the right choice.
For more information please visit www.caesarstone.com.au
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About Caesarstone
Caesarstone is a publicly traded company on the NASDAQ. The company’s surfaces
and products are sold in over 48 countries worldwide. Established in 1987,
Caesarstone pioneered the original quartz surface and continues to be a leading
developer and manufacturer of premium surfaces. Caesarstone surfaces consist of
up to 93% quartz and utilize advanced technologies and proprietary know-how.
The surfaces are highly functional, design forward and have endless application
possibilities including kitchen bench tops, bathroom vanities, flooring, wall paneling,
furniture and more.
With diverse collections – Classico™ and Concetto® there is no limit to choice. The
unique and rich variety of colours and patterns gives each customer the ability to find
their ‘ultimate surface’ and create their own unique interior environment.
Caesarstone's extensive designs are constantly evolving and developing to meet the
latest world trends and the highest level of international quality standards.
Caesarstone® quartz surfaces are available across all states of Australia and also
New Zealand.
www.caesarstone.com.au
1300 119 119

